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the central conservatory of music (ccm) of the university of vienna is a world-renowned music school that is widely acknowledged as the best conservatory in the world. this page
has a free excerpt of lessons taught at the ccm as well as a complete listing of courses. the schools instrument tutoring programs are designed to encourage students to learn at
their own pace through good teaching and excellent performance in the form of recitals. the courses offered by ccm meinsberg include: habaneraa cuban dance song. in b flat
major. for guitar. by frederick delius. arranged by fritz kreisler. edited by albert sammons. book. for 1 guitar. 88 pages. published by hal leonard (hl.9627), published by the hal

leonard corporation (pr.001608250). concierto de aranjueza spanish fantasy for guitar and orchestra. by rodrigo de vivaldi, arranged by jaime simon. for guitar. duration: a major.
20 pages. published by hal leonard (hl.9627), published by the hal leonard corporation (pr.001608245). written between 1890 and 1895, the clasæstico prohibido y graífico is one of
the most beautiful forms of guitar music. made famous by the great spanish guitarist andres segovia, the cástico prohibido y graífico is an adaptation of the chorale-style chástique

de saint-saìns. fantasie en sola waltz-fantasy for the guitar. by bernhard van beurden. arranged by tom kneller. for guitar. duration: d major. 24 pages. published by hal leonard
(hl.9627), published by the hal leonard corporation (pr.001608254).
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the spanish guitar is an instrument with a strong
history of its own. its incredibly powerful in the

lower registers, and its jagged in the higher
registers. it produces rich, distinct tones, and its full-

bodied and somewhat booming. it is used to
accompany many different musical styles. romantic

guitar, jazz, pop, rock, country, flamenco, tango,
etc. francisco tarregas learned the guitar from don
rafael de la cruz, a prominent teacher in spain. he
progressed well and continued playing into his late
teens. but he did not study the instrument seriously
as a career choice. he was more interested in music
and playing the guitar. he taught school throughout

spain, until he became a professor of guitar in
madrid. he excelled at teaching and this led to

numerous teaching positions. he also composed for
his guitar. his first work was a collection of

arrangements for piano. it was published after his
death in 1965. his first solo composition for guitar,

the praiseworthy trio, was in 1919. in 1921 he
published his first solo guitar method book. in the

same year, he became professor of guitar. the
original edition of this book had 71 songs including
34 solo compositions. in 1924 he published a new

edition of his trio. this book included 33 new
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compositions. many of his arrangements and
compositions are still played today. he is known for

his innovative musical style as well as for preserving
the traditional sounds of the instrument. his work

continues to influence guitarists. francisco tarregas
died in 1941 at the age of 79 years. his son

francisco tarrega continued to write songs, guitar
methods, and arrange for the guitar. he also

continued to publish new compositions, and was a
frequent guest conductor at famous concerts.
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